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MUSIC
by COLAN LAMONT
FOLK legend Donovan has
found hidden music treasure — after stumbling
across hundreds of songs
he forgot he penned.
The Scots singer, 71, is one
of the country’s most prolific
songwriters and has written
thousands of tracks throughout
his 54-year-career.

But as he prepares to come back
to Scotland for the Big Burns
Supper Festival, he found old
music at his home in Majorca.
Now he is releasing the songs
each week for a new generation of
fans.
He says: “With songwriters like
me who are prolific, you just write
the song and then put it on tape.
“I’m one of the guys that kept
recording and put them away.
“I’m kind of automatic now with
songwriting.
“Then I discovered an enormous
hoard of tapes in my studio, all
these songs I forgot I’d written.
“It’s in Spain that I gathered all
this stuff, 700 analogue masters
and it’s an extraordinary sound.
“It
takes
years
to
transfer
analogue masters to high quality
digital and I’m receiving and
archiving them now.

“It’s very interesting looking
through them and my sons and
daughters
and
grandkids
are
interested in music so they look at
the archives.
“I now have a series called
Buried Treasures on my website.
“Once a week I’m releasing one
of the albums I’ve found and a
collection of songs.”
Best known for tracks like Catch
The Wind and Mellow Yellow,
Donovan — real name Donovan
Philips Leitch — took the world by
storm in the mid-1960s.
Regularly placing on the US
Billboard chart with top 20 tracks,
the singer became best pals with
The Beatles and a host of music
royalty.
Famously,
he
taught
John
Lennon, far right, a finger-picking
guitar style in 1968 that the Beatle
legend used to play in songs such
as Dear Prudence, Julia and
Happiness Is A Warm Gun.
After teaching a superstar like
John, Donovan is now hoping he
can pass the torch on to a new
generation of songwriters with his
recently unearthed music.
He says: “I’m looking at it as a
tutorial for young songwriters.
“I played with some of the greatest artists in the world and in a
way it’s like a study of songwriting.
“I am still writing new songs but
you never get round to recording
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Burning
desire to
pass on
folk tips
all your writing, but I still put
them down.
“There’s a huge audience out
there and I believe as artists we
provide an important function.
“I’m
keeping
the
tradition
going on.”
This year also marks a special
anniversary for both Donovan and
the surviving members of The
Beatles.
Next month will be 50 years
since the friends travelled to India
and waved goodbye to fame so
they
could
learn
about
Transcendental Meditation.
It was one of the biggest
showbiz stories of 1968 as the
biggest stars in music disappeared
to find inner peace.
Still one of the meditation’s key

BAD MANNEQUINS

WHERE: Glasgow
WHO: Ross Hamilton (vocals/guitar), Jamie
McGrory (drums/vocals)
FOR FANS OF: The Hives, New York Dolls, Electric Six
JIM SAYS: Glitzy rockers Bad Mannequins
emerged last year with their explosive EP Deny Til
U Die — Part I.
Having played in various bands over the years
the Glasgow duo first came together as part of
Model Jet Pilot, a band I likened to The Killers and
Simple Minds.
With Bad Mannequins they’ve taken it back a
step to create a bunch of infectious garage rock
songs. Frontman Ross Hamilton said: “The band
had played showcases for record companies and
were just about to sign a deal and unfortunately it
fell through.
“The two of us jammed a few ideas and it was so
easy and instant compared to getting five busy
people in a room together.”
The results are spectacular. Ross, who’s also
played with Texas and Newton Faulkner, added:
“What makes the Bad Mannequins sound is a
desire to get back to that feeling of your first

ASSASSIN’S Creed
Rogue Remastered is on
the way.
Good news as the original
Rogue came out as the Xbox

360 and PS3 reached the end
of the line so a lot of gamers
missed the adventures of
Shay Patrick Cormac.
You can play both sides as

YOU can’t help but get excited when your game of the
year gets a DLC pack.
Surely it will be even better. Well, no. Actually the first
of the Freedom Chronicles, Adventures of Gunslinger
Joe, adds very little and is a massive let-down.
Each tale gives you a different character adventure
and they look to be linked by a new Nazi super weapon
called the Sun Gun. In the first one, you blast through
three chapters that clock in around 90 minutes.
You are Joseph Stallion, an all-star professional
quarterback. Then the Nazis come to town and his life
is turned upside down. He is out for revenge and has
set his sights on Roderick Metze — an Ubercommander who has made your life a living hell.
If Metze being a Nazi wasn’t enough to make you
want to hunt him down, he’s also a racist dentist.
It all sounds exciting but you actually just get
more of the original game. That is not entirely
bad because the gunplay is as tight as ever as
you blast hordes of Nazis with two shotguns.
Each tale focuses on a different ability that
you can pick from the main game. Gunslinger
Joe lets you use the armoured shoulder
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HYUNDAI unveiled
the 2019 Veloster
Turbo and Veloster N at
the Detroit Motor Show —
and now Forza fans can
drive both in Forza Motorsport 7.
The Veloster N and
Turbo Free Car Pack has
been rolled out as part of
the January update and
it’s FREE.
Staying with Forza, this
week Playground Games
flipped the 4k switch on
Horizon 3 — so one of the
best racers ever looks
better than ever.
The rumour mill has
also gone into over-drive
as leaks suggest that
Horizon 4 is in development and that it will be set
in Japan.

Cormac is transformed from
an Assassin to a Templar
who hunts down his former
brothers. Out on Xbox One
and PS4 on March 20.

dental
Meditation.”
Later
this
month, the singer returns to Scotland to play a gig at Big Burns
Supper in Dumfries.
In a special tribute, he has
recorded a new version of The
Banks Of Boon by Robert Burns,

NEW
MUSIC
band. The simplicity and raw energy of drums and
guitar means every song has to be great because
it doesn’t have production to hide behind.”
Saying that, they still manage to pull off a big
sound that merges glam rock with a sprinkling of
punk. It paid off almost immediately when the second song they wrote, No Easy Way Out, featured
in the first episode of US comedy-drama Limitless
a couple of years ago.
Ross said: “They were looking for a garage rock
sound from a band who hadn’t quite ‘made it’. I
guess they figured that was how we sounded.
Flattered and offended at the same time! Seeing
the first episode and watching the band lip-syn-

Watch a video of the band playing
at: www.thescottishsun.co.uk

below left, for the festival. He says:
“I’m looking forward to returning
to Scotland. My houses are in Ireland and Majorca.
“With Robert Burns, I was
brought up in Glasgow and my
father read me his poetry from an
early age.
“I’ve actually had the song since
2011.
“So with the song and the festival, it all just came together in
the last five months.”
lVisit donovan.ie to hear Donovan’s
recently discovered new songs.
lBig Burns Supper runs until January 28 with events all over Dumfries.
Donovan plays the Spiegeltent on
January 27. Get tickets for all events
at bigburnssupper.com

cing to one of our songs is probably the highlight
so far. Hearing our debut single on BBC 6 Music
comes a close second.”
That single, I Hate You, featured on the debut
EP. Deny Til U Die — Part II is now ready to go as
part of an EP trilogy. Ross said: “As an unsigned
band we have to rely on fluid attention to get our
heads above the rest of the noise. If we release an
album, it will be exciting for a week.
“The perfect balance for us is to release an
album’s worth of material, staggered across three
EP releases with at least one single and video
from each. That gives us six release dates and six
short periods of attention to make the most of.”
Part II opens with their latest single Double
Demin. My favourite so far, it reminds me of Apollo
440’s 1999 hit Stop The Rock with it’s Status Quoesque riff. Part II also has a guest spot from Glasgow-based rapper Kobi Onyame on I Don’t Want
To Die In NYC. The guys have also collaborated
with Scots electro-rockers Crash Club on a future
song. That sounds like a match made in heaven.
MORE: facebook.com/badmannequins
lJim presents a weekly showcase of New Music
on Amazing Radio Sundays 2-4pm.
amazingradio.com
jimgellatly.com

CUE drumroll:
PlayerUnknown’s
Battlegrounds has more
than three million players
on Xbox One in less than
a month — and it’s still in
preview programme.
Xbox also revealed that
actual sales hit the million
mark in just 48 hours.
There have been
patches, adding new
modes, such as first person, and sorting technical
glitches. Meanwhile, on
PC, it has more than three
million concurrent players
at any time on Steam.
PS4 fans will also get to
play in the future.

barge which can knock down walls and thunder enemies into thousands of pieces if they get in your way.
The down side is that it’s just too much like the core
game — the levels are built for about 90 per cent of the
same assets. The fully-rendered cut scenes have been
ditched in favour of animated storyboards. That is cool
but it lacks the depth and general storytelling of the
main game.
To be fair, it does try to tackle some heavyweight
subjects, especially the racism, but it is feels more
forced than in the main game.
It is a shame because we had very high expectations. It seems to have been rushed out and, given
that the main game was so good, they could
have waited and given the DLC a polish.
The next chapter is out on January 30 and
takes more of a stealth approach so hopefully
it’ll bring something new to the table.
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DARA
Ó Briain’s Go
8-Bit will return
for a third series.
He joins team captains Steve McNeil and
Sam Pamphilon and
expert Ellie Gibson for
more high jinks on
Dave, starting
Monday, Feb
12.
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COOL kids of a certain age will remember the iconic Duke
controller.
Well fast forward to now
and Hyperkin and Microsoft have teamed up to
bring the Duke back but
with a few new tricks.
The centrepiece has
been replaced with a
OLED screen showing
the original console’s first
start-up animation and it
supports the Xbox One
and PC.
Designer Seamus
Blackley has been teasing it on social media.
The Duke will launch in
March at $70. There is no
word on a UK price, but
we expect it to match
most limited edition controllers — around £65.

Wolfenstein II:
The Adventures Of Gunslinger Joe
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £7.99

Dark ar t
is really
Rocking

1 FIFA 18
2 Call Of Duty: WWII
3 Grand Theft Auto V
4 Assassin’s Creed
Origins
5 Star Wars
Batttlefront II

l

promoters, Donovan says the trip
changed their lives. He says:
“Meditation is certainly not a religion, cult or spiritual path, it’s
actually a very basic practice to
reduce stress.
“Myself and The Beatles thought
surely there was a way through
our fame and success to bring
something to our generation to
help chill the future out.
“We left fame behind and the
whole media arrived from all
over the world and camped out
until the Army moved them on
and we got down to serious meditation.
“It’s not like me and Paul
McCartney and Ringo Starr hang
out every week but we keep
together in promoting Transcen-

l
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JOE’S A FUN-SLINGER

BEEN THERE,
DON IT . . .
Donovan on
stage and
with his
instruments

I played with world’s
greatest artists
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THE 2018 Race of Champions is in
Saudi Arabia next month — and it
will feature an eRace team
taking on the pros in real
cars.
McLaren’s World’s fastest
Gamer, Rudy van Buren, is
one of the two ROC racers.
But F1 eSports champ

Brendon Leigh, triple Project CARS world
champ Kevin Leaune, iRacing Blancpain
GT3 Sprint champ Enzo
Bonito and 2017 eWTCC
champ Alexander Dornieden
will fight it out on the new
ROC track in Assetto Corsa
before a skills test — with the
winner joining van Buren.

l

IT worker Sophie “Cadaea”
Keen is a 25- year-old who
streams games from MOBA, FPS
and MMO genres.
She has been pretty full on since
starting in 2014 — with at least three
streams a week.
Most open with an “IRL” chat before
she gets stuck into some gaming
action. She seems to be in Rainbow
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Six Siege mode at the moment and
she hopes to complete The Witcher
3 and Rise Of The Tomb Raider in the
next few months.
She said: “I have a strong focus on
interaction and a real passion for my
community and love to have a good
laugh.”
Find her at twitch.tv/cadaea or
following @sophiekeen.

Read The Scottish Sun gaming column plus all the latest news, reviews and previews over at codecmoments.com

